
SPECULATIVE CAPITAL TRANSACTIONS IN CORPORATE STOCKS
AND M URBAN AND FARM REAL ESTATK

Supplementary Report

The following report summarizes tho case for action to dampen
inl'lationary movements in the urban and farm real estate markets
and the stock market, and suggests a specific program in each of
the three areas. It is based upon further discussions with the
major operating agencies concerned and owes nrctch to their coopera-
tion It supplements the progress report submitted for the meeting
of the Stabilization Board on April 5, 1945•

Summary of Findings and Recommendations

The major finding of this report is that the situation is
threatening in all three areas, with the danger perhaps more acute
in farm and urban real estate, less immediate in the stock markoto
The common problems, however, argue strongly for a frontal attack
across-the-board; in particular, any tendency to single out one
area (e.g.,, farm real estate) would properly be subject to attack
as too narrow and too discriminatory* Within each area, selective
action is advised, in order to secure the maximum positive results
in curbing Inflation with the minimum disturbance to the normal
functioning of these markets.

The specific recommendations conform to the pattern suggested
by the Interdepartmental Tax Committee in its report of March 6,
with a few additions. The recommendations include:

(1) Strengthening of capital gains taxation, by

(a) Extension to three years of the minimum holding period
for computing long-term capital gains for the Federal
income tax»

(b) An increase in the present ceiling rate of 25 percent
on long-term capital gains.

(2) Additional controls over terms of direct Govermsant loans,
loans and unguaranteed loans, through

(a) Issuance of an Executive order and appropriate regula-
tions setting minimum dowi payments and perhaps periods
of amortization for urban and farm mortgage loans•

(b) Farther increases in margin requirements on stocks •>

(3) Tightening of controls over evictions by

(a) 2iicreasinR the period of notice required to six months

(b) Requiring cash down payments of 33 1/3 percent or more*
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The recommendation to strengthen the taxation of capital gains i s
ths only one which requires legislation and •which applies uniformly in
a l l three n-arkets* The proposal to lengthen the present six-months
holding period used in computing long-terra capital gains, as the
Interdepartmental Tax Committee s ta tes , wil l "rectify an overdose of
leniency put into the 1942 law as an experiment." The additional
suggestion for increasing the present ceiling of 25 percent on taxation
of long-term capital gains i s designed to bring the rate en long-term
capital gains more nearly into line with higher wartime rates on other
income, and thus reduce this glaring loophole in the -wartime tax
structure. In addition, enactment of technical changes, one of which
•was formerly proposed by the Treasury, would be advisable to close
certain other loopholes which now stimulate purchase of real estatg for
the purpose of tax avoidance. Because the proposed changes *?ill require
Congressional action., i t is suggested that, i f approved, they be
submitted to the staff of tha Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation and the Treasury Department for elaboration of deta i ls .

Judging by the precedent of consumer credit regulation, the
imposition of controls over farm and urban mortgage credit i s within
the wartime Executive powers conveyed fay Section 5(b) of the Trading-
rith-ThoHSnemy Act (as amended by the First War Powers Act). I t i s ,
therefore, proposed that the President issue an Essecutive order vesting
in the Director of Keonomie Stabilisation ^Board of Governors of th©
Federal Reserve System/̂  the power to regulate the torms and conditions
applying to a l l forms of mortgage credi t . The details of the Executive
order and the raa^or features of the succeeding regulations should be
worked out jointly with the Board of Governors> with the Department of
Agriculture and the National Housing Agency.

The proposed controls over evictions are "within the present
powers of the Price Administrator, since their primary purpose i s to
prevent evasion of rent control. Since tightening of such regulations,
however, will also help to restrain increases in housing values, a
directive from the Director of Economic Stabilisation would give
additional support to the Price Administrator *

The final collapse of Germany wil l place new and serious pressures
on the hold-the-line program. Even if higher capital values may be
reasonably anticipated in the longrua in some aroas, rapid further
appreciation during the war "rcould be undesirable. Adoption and
announcement of a program to curb inflation in the real estate arid
stock markets can provide a gocd occasion for the nois President to
reaffirm his determination to res is t inflationary pressures and thus
strengthen the backbone of the ??hole economic stabilization program.
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(l) Farm it Real Estate

The Cage for Action

Despite the sad experiences of the farm land boom of World
and the aggressive educational program of the Department of jAgricul%uret
farm land values in the past four years have "been advancing at a rate
almost as fast as in 19l6~20« Although the picture Is spotty* average
par-acre values on March 1* 19^5* were 52 percent above th© 1935*39
average* Xn the tobacco, citrus fruits and vegetable areas and in the
cattle range country, the boom has been especially marked. Average
values have almost doubled in Kentucky and South Carolina and have ic*
creased 75 percent or more in Arkansas, Colorado» Indiana* North Carolina?
Tennessee and Wyoming* and in many smaller areas in other states„

Present record lerrels of farm income, if continued, would s&oport
current land values, or even higher. Wartime farm income, however, is
bound to be temporary„ 3"urther increases in land values, ©oreover, are
quite probableB as manpower and materials become available. $he worst
phase of the World War I boom caiae after the Armistice,, With buyers
expecting Government-supported prices and farm incomes to remain high*
land values will probably continue to rise after the war.

Postwar levels of fam income cannot be accurately forecast
the dangers in the present situation are clear* While the federal
Government undoubtedly will not allow the severe deflation of 1920=21
to recur, substantial readjustments froa present levels are probable.,
particularly in export crops and other crops subject to unusual t*ai*~
time demandso On this basis, farm land values in several areas are
already too high in terms of probable longrua levels of farm prices,,
If the present rata of advance of 1 percent a month continues, land
values in many other areas will soon rise above the danger point0

To prevent a repetition of the aftermath of 1920, positive actioa
is essential before it is too late,, If the rise in land values were
allowed to continue unchecked* returning veterans and other prospective
buyers would either have fe pay excessive prices or stay out of the
marketo Kiose *?ho borrowed to finance over-priced land would face
serious financial difficulties when farm income shrank. Foreclosures
would increase and pressures for Governmental relief would multiply*
Any program which forestalls creation of top-heavy land values, there~
fore, will greatly simplify the postwar readjustments required is
agriculture.

Suggested

To cope with the growing Inflationary dangerse higher tax levies
on capital gains obtainable from resale of farm land and tighter control
of credit are recommended, Althou$i operating farmers are buying two*>
thirds of the farms currently sold, a substantial minority of specu«
latlve buying Is apparent, particularly in the War V/est, In the last
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six months of 19*&t about 13 percent of all sales of farm property
represented transfers of property held %vo years or less (t*7O-thirds
of these were properties held less than one year). Gross profits on
such resales averaged 20 percent or more in most regions. Since other
segments of the current demand are alao Influenced by speculative
motives, tightening of capital sains taxation should be a significant
deterrent to excessive toying,

She most simple sad effective method of tightening credit is to
impose minimum down payment requirements, supplemented possibly by
maximum periods of amortization. To sioplijfy administration of the
controls, dovm payment requirements should be based upon the purchase
price, thus eliminating any necessity for building up a large appraisal
force* MinlatEa doun payment requirements of 50 percent £5o percentj/
of the purchase price are tentatively suggested,, Specific exemptions
should be sade for all guarantoed loans to veterans under the 8* I«
bill of rights and for tenant purchase loans by the Ĵ ana Security &&*
Esinistration. In both esses, existing statutes limit loans to cases
where the purchase price represents "reasonable normal valuen or
capacity value.11 Esqairesents also should be limited to loans for
purchase of farmaP i.e., 9 they should exempt loans for improvement of
properties, purchase of livestocks equipment8 etc« £If the general dova
paysent requirement is set at 50 percentP it may be advisable to set re=
quireisents for purchases by tenants at ^0 jfJ

Credit controls along the lines suggested would have a marked im-
pact OE the far© real estate market. About 20 percent of all purchases
currently are financed by mortgages amounting to 75 percent or saors of
$h© purchase price;. over 35 percent are financed by mortgages amountiag
to 50 percent or more of the purchase price,, The proposed controls
^ould exclude many of these buyers from the market and it would exclude
them at a time whan purchases financed on narrow credit margins ar©
particularly dangerous*
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(2) Urban Real Estate

The Case for Action

Although available statist ical measures of urban residential
real estate values are less fully developed than in the case of farm
real estate, the situation in some respects appears to be even more
alarming. In the larger urban areas, values increased by an average
of about 30 to 40 percent between 1940 and 1944. The TFfest and South
have generally shown the largest price rises. In Los Angeles county?
prices in October 1944 on the average were 59 percent above 1940
levels•

Y«ar -workers and others in congested war production areas have
been caught worst in the squeeze. In son© war industry areas, rises
of 75 percent to 100 percent have occurred. Properties in lower-price
brackets have had greater relative increases than high-priced propertyo

Rent control has protected tenants from rising housing costs, but
many landlords have cashed in on the acute housing shortage tgr selling
property out from under their tenants. Other tenants have been forced
to buy at excessive prices in order to have a roof over their heads«
During the 22 months ending December 1944* Bureau of Labor Statistics
reports indicate that an average of 15 to 20 percent of a l l tenant-
occupied single-family dwellings in 34 large cities became ovvner-
occupied. Applications for OPA certificates of eviction (required
•whenever a tenant-occupied house is to be sold to a new owner-occupant)
were 34 percent more numerous in the last six months than in the
corresponding period of 1943$ this increase has continued in the f irst
quarter of 1945• Reports of war housing centers in 49 cities for the
first two weeks in April confirm the generally upward trend in
evictions through sales, with an opposite trend reported in <m3̂
three c i t ies . Of the tenants evicted through sales in the second
week in April, who applied to war housing centers for assistance,
35 percent were servicemen's families or discharged servicemen's
families; a large minority of these were families of overseas
servicemen.

The wartime rise in construction costs for single-family hones
has averaged about 30 percent, almost as much as the average rise in
real estate values, l/hile part of this increase v/ill probably stick,
reductions from the present level are probable, particularly in
lumber prices. FHA estimates of "stabilized cost increases" indicate
that a substantial share of existing properties are changing hands
at prices above probable longrun costs of replacement. Current
costs in s ix selected cit ies in April 1945 ranged from 6.5 percent
above stabilized costs in Chicago to 17.5 percent in Los Angeles«.
Since housing values will ultimately tend to correspond with longroa
replacement costs, any further rise wil l merely increase the downward
read jus "foment xHt imately requ ired.
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Already returning veterans are finding i t difficult t o use the i r
G, I . loan privileges to purchase a home without violation of the
"reasonable normal value" requirements of the G. i» b i l l of rightso
Vftiere houses are purchased in current inflated markets, the benefits
to the veteran are dubious o Only a program which curtai ls the demand
from non-veterans can give the veteran a square deal,

fcith a heavy deferred demand for housing from both veterans and
non-veterans, rapid expansion in the housing supply during tha
reconversion period is essential . Further increases in housing
values, however, may encourage maintenance of present high cost
levels, A stable postwar housing market requires firm and positive
action now to minimise the extent of further price advances and to
prevent shoestring financing.

Suggested j-rogram

To combat the continuing pressure on urban housing values, a
three-fold program is proposed, consisting of s t i f fer taxation of
capital gains, control of housing credit , and tightening of eviction
controls,

Insofar as owner-occupied housing is concerned, speculative
activity is relatively minor* Heavier capital gains taxation,
however, will help to discourage current speculative activity in
apartment houses, and commercial properties. The proposed increase
in the ceiling rate on long-term capital gains will also deter
purchase of urban real estate as an "inflation hedge••*

The credit controls advanced are similar to those recommended
for farm real estate* They consist primarily of minimum down payment
requirements, supplemented possibly by iraximum periods of amortization.
If dovm payments alone are regulated, the minimum requirement
suggested is 40 percent Ĵ35 percent?/ of the purchase price» (In the
case of unamortized loans, the dcrcn payment requirement probably
should be even higher.) Alternatively, a minimum down payment of
35 percent with a maximum amortization period of 15 years is proposed.
The second proposal, if administratively feasible, irould probably ba
somofihat more effective than the f i r s t , since any shortening in the
period of repayment materially increases the monthly payments of the
borrowero To make the amortisation requirements effective during
the period of inflationary pressure, i t may be desirable to prohibit
refinancing on more l iberal terms during a specified period.
Similarly, to prevent evasion of the dovm payment requirements,
second mortgages or other loans which evade the total credit
limitation should also be prohibited and methods will have to be
devised to verify the purchase price, while i t will probably be
impossible to prevent individual sellers from selling their jxroperties
on easier credit terms, this practice can be discouraged by prohibiting
institutions from purchasing substandard paper from any source.
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The initial regulations should be limited to residential real
estate, excluding commercial properties. As in the case of farm
real estate, Q. I. loans should be exempt. For the time being,
loans to finance new construction should also be exempt. Sirica
the fundamental solution of housing inflation is to increase the
housing supply, no barriers should be erected at this time which
might discourage builders from launching an aggressive construction
program onoe materials and manpower become available. Hie Executive
order should be broad enough, however, to {jive ample power to
regulate terms of credit used to finance new housing construction,
if this proves necessary. The initial announcement of the program
should also give advance notice that if housing demand proves
excessive and construction costs consequently fail to decline to
reasonable levels, credit controls will be invoked to supplement
control through priorities now in practice. Enforcement of prioritieo
should also be tightened„

Such a credit control program limited for the time being to
purchases of existing housing would attack the segment of the
housing market in which price increases have probably been greatest,
and inhere further rises would probably mean only greater eventual
losaes to new buyers. Since urban housing characteristically is
financed on the basis of relatively small down payments and long
periods of repayment, and since present appraisal practices of many
lenders are liberal, the proposed controls would materially reduce
the volume of housing demando At the same time, buyers who were
able to meet trfese terms would be less likely to lose their
properties through foreclosure•

The recommendation to increase the miniinum period of notice on
evictions (coupled with stiffening of credit terms) in cases of
proposed sales is primarily a method of preventing evasion of the
rent control statutes- Secondarily, however, it can and will help
to reduce the pressure on housing values <, The concrete proposal is
to increase the period of notice from three to six months, the
minimum period no*? in force in Canada (where in addition no evictions
are permitted during 'the Tdnter months).

Under present eviction controls, buyers are also required to
make a minimum dovm payment of 20 percent, which in some circumstances
can be made with funds borrowed on other types of collateralo The
credit controls already proposed for loans to finance existiiig
housing would supersede this requirement«> If the broader credit
controls are not adopted, the minimum dovm payment required on sales
of such tenant-occupied property should be restored to at least
33 l/3 per cent (where it stood prior to September 16, 1943) and the
down payment should be limited to cash, excluding funds borrowed
elsewhere o
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Since the eviction situation varies considerably in different
communities, som discretion may be required for the Price
Administrator £or the Director of Economic stabilization?/ as to
the areas in which stiffer regulations should apply* It is essential,
however, that prompt action be taken in the nany areas where the
temptation to cash in on current inflated real estate values is
reaching its most acute stage.

•

•
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(3) Stock Market

She Cage for Action

Stock prices (Standard and Poor's index of *K)2 stocks) on April 28
were 17 percent above the 1935*39 average and 30 percent above the level
in August 1939* 33*8 advance from the 19^2 low has been over 90 percent,
and the "bull market shows no sign of a more than temporary hesitation*
Since the last week in March, the averages have regained the minor

losses of the previous month and have advanced at the rate of nearly
2 percent a week. The advance since President Truman's inauguration
hats been especially marked* Current prices are the highest since
August 1937.

Present levels of profi ts , like farm income, it continued, would
support current values, in most cases* Assuming a reasonably high and
stable level of national income in the postwar period and reduced- corpo-*
rat© tas®8* prospective profits probably justify evan higher stock prices*
She major dangers arise from the possible continuance or acceleration
of the recent rat© of advene© and from the increasing volusts of epaeik*
lative trading*

She striking advance In the market in the past few years has afc~
tracted considerable speculative participation. The number of shares
traded on the New Tork Stock Exchange in the f i r s t four months of 19^5f
for example, wa3 the largest in 8 years and was over three times as high
as in the same period in 19^2O Flurries in low-priced stocks h&re caused
th@ New York Stock Exchange to outlaw margin trading in a l l stocks soiling
for $10 or less* Participation by the general public hae bean on the
rise e as evidenced by boardroom attendance and the rising niasber of
tickars and electric boards. Market services have increasingly tended
to ignore declines and adverse news and to stress increases in parties?*
lar stocks,

the general pictures, therefore, i s one of a growing willingnass
to speculate* to buy because others are buying., rather than because of
underlying developments of a favorable character. Such a get~rid*«aja!3k
psychology may expand rapidly with the defeat of Germany and the beginnings
of reconversion. Tot profiteering in this area la just as damaging to
wartime morals as in &sy other,, and perhaps more so in view cf tho ss
of the stock market publicity and following*

Finally, as the market moves hi$ier* increasing speculative
pation will tend to exaggerate both the rises and the declines* Whatever
goes up i s bound to come down, if i t goes up far enough,, Speculative
participation, by aggravating the r i se , will aggravate any succeeding
declines. Since the stock market i s in a very real sense a popular
barometer of business, atog^aac^y market would be a real threat to
tenance of postwar economic s tabi l i ty . The time to prevent a stock
market collapse with i t s accompanying deflationary results,, i s before
the boosa goes too far*
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Sug^estod Program

To dampen the urge to speculate and thus minimize the probability
of excessive market movements, tightening of capital gains taxation and
further Increases in margin requirements are recomnended. The ban on
floor trading now under consideration by the SEC may also be desirable.

In terms of effectiveness in dampening a speculative boom, st i ffar
taxation of capital gains m i l probably have a sharper impact on the
stock market than on either the urban or farm real estate markets.
For reasons already suggested, trading for the purpose of realizing
speculative profits is a far larger element in the stock market than
in either of the other two markets—even in a boom, most people buy
homes and farms primarily for USQ and not for resale. Lengthening
of the holding period to three years would cause gains on assets
purchased'since May 1942 to be subject to the full rates of tho
income tax and thus apply wartime tax rates to trading profi ts .
Lifting the ceiling rate on long-term capital gains would remove
soiiie of the inequity which now permits individuals with incomes in
excess of 318,000 to avoid the tax rates appropriate to their incomes
on the portion derived from long-term capital gains.

At present levels the volume of stock market credit is probably
not excessive. Any reduction, however, would help to ro3train inarket
increases by reducing the effective demand of margin traders. Yftiile
there is much to ba said for complete eli i ination of margin trading
at the present stage in the market i t would probably be preferable to
increase margin x^equirements by gradual stages. V̂ hen expansion in
stock market credit coincides with increases in the level of the
market, further increases in margin requirements would be desirable,
fehen future increases are ordered, i t may also be advisable to expand
the coverage of the new requirements so that they not only apply to
additions to new accounts, as a t present, but also require proceeds
of future sales to be used to bring unde margined accour.ts up to the
new levelso
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